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Lighting Design Proposal for Tom Stoppard’s
rosencrantz and guildenstern are dead
Nikolai Eiteneer
Dr. Jocelyn L. Buckner
Chapman University Department Of Theatre

research and preparation

the play
ACT I

ACT I

OPENING

THE TRAGEDIANS

ROS

“

ACT I

ELSINORE (ROYAL COURT)
ROS

”

Tom Stoppard’s tragicomedy, Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are
Dead, written in 1964, earned the early popularity and worldwide reputation that such a work deserved, booting Stoppard
into the limelight as an up-and-coming young writer. The play
itself verges on an absurdist style, but due to the realistic nature
of the title characters, the audience finds themselves sympathizing with Rosencrantz and Guildenstern’s plight and lack of
knowledge. Any theatre goer acquainted with the works of
Shakespeare, Hamlet in particular, will know the final outcome
of this play, but for those not endowed with such knowledge,
Stoppard gives the end away: Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are
dead on the title page and in the words of the program long
before they first appear on the stage before the audience. The
brilliantly written work balances a narrow line between a comedic
absurdist representation of two characters who find themselves
bereft of purpose, and a deeply existential look at predetermination and fate: the forces that push Rosencrantz and Guildenstern
inexorably towards their deaths without their knowledge. Tom
Stoppard himself once said in an interview, “the chief interest
and objective [in writing the play] was to exploit a situation which
seemed to me to have enormous dramatic and comic potential –
of these two guys who in Shakespeare’s context don’t really know
what they’re doing. The little they are told is mainly lies, and
there is no reason to suppose that they ever find out why they are
killed.” As such, the audience members watching Rosencrantz
and Guildenstern are Dead find themselves following the action
of the play from the perspective of two characters who do not
themselves know the plot, and it is from this disjunction that
much of Tom Stoppard’s humor is derived.

ACT II

I also discovered a very helpful compilation of buildable theatrical gadgets that help facilitate certain effects. For instance, one of these (called
“A Free-Falling Ball of Light”) details how to place a small lamp inside a spherical aluminum reflector with holes drilled into it. I would like
to use a very similar device to the one detailed in the book, creating a smaller ball with cutouts for light only on one hemisphere. In the beginning of the play, Rosencrantz and Guildenstern bide their time by flipping coins, betting on the outcome, heads or tails. I hope that the small
ball could be fashioned in such a way so as to resemble a coin flipping through the air while the rest of the stage was plunged into a blackout.
The ball would be suspended from a length of fishing line held by a technician in the grid, the ball itself placed in Rosencrantz’s pocket. This
small ball could then facilitate scenic transitions, in particular the transition between the unnamed forest and the castle of Elsinore. The transition between these two locations would have to be abstract or minimal with the crew ready to quickly bring on scenery during the preceding
scene. At the end of Rosencrantz’s line “I say – that was lucky. It was tails” he would lob the ball high into the air as if he were jovially flicking
the coin back to Guildenstern. Meanwhile, the stage lights would quickly fade as the glowing ball was pulled upwards into the rafters by the
technician, forcing the audience’s eyes to trail upwards as the scene transition quickly happened below, revealing the set of Elsinore moments
later. The script specifies that Rosencrantz “tosses the coin to GUIL who catches it. Simultaneously – a lighting change sufficient to alter the
exterior mood to interior, but nothing violent.” As such, the stage would not plunge into a blackout for the scenic change, but the movement
of the flickering ball combined with the dimming and cross-fading of the stage lights would be enough to distract the audience from the transition, making it seem even more absurd that Ophelia and Hamlet run onto the stage moments later in the midst of this confusion.
Two other effects were discussed over the course of the two volumes of the Technical Design Solutions for Theatre that I thought could be
interesting for this production. One, called “Dancing Light” details how to affix shards of a mirror onto the speaker cone of a monitor, causing light reflected from the monitor to bounce and move to the beat of the music. Depending on the intensity and prevalence of music in the
sound design, I think this effect could be used during the approach of the tragedians in the first act. Rosencrantz and Guildenstern first notice
the presence of music approaching: the tragedians’ merry band. If this music is played through the speaker system and is not live, then a light
can be focused to the speaker with the mirrors affixed to it: the light and music slowly fading up together as the tragedians approach.
The final effect listed that I was intrigued by allows fixtures to imitate the movement of light through the leaves of a forest. I think that allowing breakup gobos some movement will strengthen the illusion that Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are in an undisclosed outdoor setting
at the beginning of the play, creating a very realistic illusion of an outdoor space through lighting alone, simplifying the first scene
change. However, this effect requires the addition of a spring in between the c-clamp and the fixture, meaning that the strong
enough springs would have to be purchased and fastened onto the fixtures according to the following diagram. This effect
could potentially extend to a majority of the breakup gobos and fixtures on the stage, meaning that there would
be between 5 and 15 lights that would need the springs
attached to them. In order for the fixtures to
move, however, it is also necessary to run
wire to all of them through a system of
pulleys or sheaves, allowing a
technician to pull on the line
causing all of the
fixtures to sway
slightly.

If we have a destiny,
then so had he –
and if this is ours,
then that was his –
and if there are no
explanations for us,
let there be none for
- Guildenstern
him.

my concept
ACT I

In addition to articles and books written about Tom Stoppard and
absurdist theatre whcih have infromed my design, I made use of Designing with Light by J. Michael Gillette. The book contains a page of key
light reference images, which are very helpful in picturing the actors with
the corresponding scenic lighting, allowing me to create a basic plot with
lights at key positions before I add specials closer to the production. By
reading the script in conjunction with these examples of lighting
directions, I can clearly visualize the mood I wish to convey through the
directionality and intensity of light for any particular scene, leading to the
creation of a lighting key. This lighting key specifies the direction and
color (and therefore purpose) of all of the fixtures I plan to include,
functioning as a preliminary plot before the inclusion of a set design mandates the placing of these fixtures in concrete locations.

The play opens with
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern passing time in an
outdoor location, a place Tom
Stoppard himself describes in the
director’s notes as “a place without any
visible character.” As such, I would like the
stage to be completely stark— the only shapes
breaking the monotone blackness being the bodies of
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern as the lights slowly fade up
at the start of the show. For the duration of the outdoor scene
(through the arrival of the tragedians and until the set changes to
Elsinore) I would create a grid of leaf-shaped breakup patterns on the
floor of the stage. The rest of the stage would remain dark, but as the characters moved through the space,
additional fixtures would come on to
expand the “forest floor” on which they were standing, creating a fluctuating
amoeba-like playing space for the actors. All of the breakup gobos for this scene would
be hung from the electrics above the stage, with a few as high-sides, with some additional
light from the front of house to make the faces of Rosencrantz and Guildenstern easily visible
by the audience.

ELSINORE

OPENING

Gillette, J. Michael. Designing
with Light: An Introduction to
Stage Lighting. 5th ed. Palo
Alto, Calif.: Mayfield Pub.,
1978. 193-194. Print.

ACT II

DRESS REHEARSAL

ACT II

EAST

ACT III

TRAGEDIANS CATCH UP
HAMLET:

ROS:

ROSENCRANTZ AND GUILDENSTERN AT SEA

“

“

ACT III

MORNING AT SEA

”

ROS:

Reaver, Mark R. "Moving Leaves by
the Power of Spring" Technical
Design Solutions for Theatre: The Technical Brief Collection. Ed. Bonislaw J.
Sammler and Don Harvey. Vol. 1. Boston: Focal, 2002. 23. Print.

As the scene progresses, and Rosencrantz crosses to the edges of the stage to look and listen for the approaching band, the lights would brighten, assuming a warmer tone and illuminating the entire stage for the arrival of
the tragedians. During their approach, I would like to include a dancing light effect created by shinning a luminaire at a speaker with
Stoppard, Tom. Rosencrantz & Guildenstern Are Dead. New York: Grove, 1967. Print.
mirrors attached to the front cone. The music and lights would fade in together, creating a lively and excited atmosphere for the arrival of the Player and his
merry band of tragedians. Additionally, I would hope that the tragedians bring in some form of cart or wagon as the script commands, so that some of the illumination on this stage could come from “torches” built onto the cart, or from luminaires
made to imitate these torches. I would also include footlights placed on the stage apron to provide up light for the actors, but these lights could also be built into the front of the tragedians’ cart - in order to illuminate them as they display their talents.
Near the end of the scene, the tragedians’ cart could either start to be moved off stage, as per the script, or it could stay on the stage, waiting to be transformed into part of the set of Elsinore (the outcome I would prefer, but would be up to the director’s
discretion). Finally, as the Player scoffs at the coin on the ground and begins to walk off stage, Rosencrantz would bend to pick it up, using the time to palm the LED ball for the next effect. Previous to this, the ball can be stored just off stage with the line ACT III
already running to the catwalk, or it can be kept in Rosencrantz’s pocket the whole time. Rosencrantz would turn the ball on and lob it into the air as a cue was called, leading the stage lights to quickly dim and begin cross-fading, while a technician would
whisk the ball up to the rafters and the rest of the scene change would occur. As the lights cross faded to a more interior setting, Rosencrantz and Guildenstern would be revealed, perplexedly looking around in the air for a coin as the scenery behind
them rapidly changed.

ACT II

PLAYER:

The remainder of Act I and the entirety of Act II take place in the castle at Elsinore, Hamlet’s home. Shortly after the scene transition, Ophelia and Hamlet run onto the stage past Rosencrantz and Guildenstern who stand there bewildered, running off
stage before the two are able to react. Immediately, Gertrude, Claudius, and the rest of the royal procession enter the stage, greeting our heroes by politely alternating their names. For these several cues, I would like to have the first setting in the forest
roughly match the brightness of the indoor setting through which Ophelia and Hamlet run, the crossfade between the two being very subtle. As soon as the king and queen enter, however, the lights will all blaze up, illuminating them in their regal glory as
they convey their charge upon Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, outshining the two main characters in their noble splendor. They royal court leaves as quickly as they enter, however, though once Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are left alone on stage I
would like the lights to very slowly fade down to just their playing space again, similar to the my concept for the beginning of the show— except with window gobos and warmer tones instead of leaf breakups. Shortly following the transition to Elsinore, the
two play a game of questions, shortly followed by another game wherein they try to sort out Hamlet’s lunacy by pretending that they are him (a tactic which yields marvelous results). Here, I would like to create a very distinct rectangle of light on the stage,
resembling a playing field or tennis court, inside of which the two may play their game: switching sides and keeping score. Eventually, Rosencrantz wins the game of questions, triumphantly exclaiming, “Rhetoric! Game and match! (Pause) When’s it
going to end?” at which point I would like his portion of the “court” to brighten as Guildenstern’s goes out, leaving the two of them to meet in the remaining light to discuss Hamlet’s transformation.
Act II would follow many of the lighting conventions established towards the end of Act I, illuminating Rosencrantz and Guildenstern in fairly small pools of light that seem to follow them. As the Player entered to speak to them, he would join the
amoeba of the light, but the majority of the stage would still remain fairly dim. The remainder of the tragedians soon enter, however, dressed as members of the royal court. Rosencrantz mistakes Alfred for the queen, and in order to confuse the audience
into believing the tragedians’ illusions as well, I plan to use a very similar effect to the original entrance of the royal court, bathing the stage with light until Alfred turns around: revealing himself to be an actor, at which point the backlight providing his
glowing halo will quickly die down. At this point, the tragedians present “The Murder of Gonzago”, which I hope to light very theatrically and dramatically, but the precise nature of this scene will depend on the direction the actors are given and whether
their cart or other small stage is set up on the stage to create a secondary playing space. Soon after this play within a play, however, Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are presented with a letter, and bidden to accompany Hamlet on a journey to England. I
imagine that at this point intermission will be taken, so as to allow the audience to stretch their legs while a much larger scenic transition than the first occurs.
For the final act, which takes place entirely on a ship, I plan to make much use of the cyclorama and the several LED fixtures that we possess, creating vibrant color washes behind the set. Additionally, I hope that the set for Act III will feature a mast and
sail, allowing further luminaires to project patterns onto the sail, or to create additional shadows on the stage using the mast. If possible, I would like to use several effect gobos in the moving lights to create water ripple effects around the stage, and in particular on the sail itself. Additionally, since the location of this final act is very concrete and real, I plan to have the entirety of the stage illuminated as realistically as I can manage to look like a clear day on the ocean. Pending the director’s choices, how-
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